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ABSTRACT

Despite the importance of context in Recommender Systems (RSs)

more generally, and its clear applicability in the food domain, most

existing research focuses on single contextual factors, and only

considers simple extrinsic factors such as location and time. No

RSs research has systematically explored the impact of multiple

dynamic factors, or investigated the effect of emotion in determin-

ing people’s eating, recipe rating and nutritional intake behaviour.

To bridge these gaps, we conducted a comprehensive large-scale

(n=397) crowdsourced experimental study to uncover the intri-

cate relationship between various simulated contextual factors and

users’ subsequent recipe rating and implied nutritional intake be-

haviour. We further aimed to explore how these contextual fac-

tors can be incorporated to improve recommendation performance.

Four distinct types of contextual factors were investigated: seasonal,

emotional, busyness and physical activity, encompassing a total

of seven elements. Our findings show that people’s eating prefer-

ences and the likelihood of them choosing to eat healthy recipes

vary depending on the simulated context they find themselves in.

Moreover, we demonstrate how these contextual features can be

used to significantly improve recipe rating prediction performance.

Our research has implications for the future development of food

RSs, and shows that emotion-aware systems could lead to better

healthy food recommendations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The context in which we find ourselves can have a strong effect on

our individual choices. Therefore, situations where choices need to

be made, such as those targeted by Recommender Systems (RSs),

could benefit profoundly from the intelligent inclusion of contex-

tual factors in the recommendations. Work in many RSs domains,

including: location-aware restaurant recommendation [14], time-

aware tourism recommendation [63, 65], context-aware TV content

recommendation [64], or mood-aware music recommendation [45],

has demonstrated this benefit.

Food, and particularly healthy food, recommender systems are

an important and growing area of RSs research [22], and one in

which context may also play a vital role. Existing research from psy-

chology and food science has already demonstrated the profound

impact of various contextual factors in the food people choose to

eat [20, 48]. Predicting what food a user may want to eat, and what

food one would be better to eat, is a complex and multifaceted pro-

cess, which could be influenced by various biological, personal, and

social factors [13]. Food recommender systems can play a signifi-

cant role in promoting healthy lifestyles by suggesting suitable food

products that match users’ dietary preferences and meet their basic

biological and physiological requirements. However, making rec-

ommendations based on nutritional content may increase the risk

of rejection, since most popular recipes are positively associated

with higher fat and calories [52, 58].

Individuals may not consistently maintain an unhealthy diet un-

der all circumstances, and making blanket health recommendations

could potentially overwhelm or frustrate users. Indeed, specific situ-

ations may trigger or encourage unhealthy eating habits. Therefore,

it is crucial to examine whether users exhibit varying dietary and

nutritional intake patterns under different contextual situations.

Additionally, it is important to investigate when it is most neces-

sary to provide healthy recommendations and how to integrate
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nutritional information to reduce the likelihood of recommendation

rejection.

Prior food science research highlights that static factors like cul-

tural background [36], as well as personal dynamic factors including

stress levels, mood or emotion may markedly affect food consump-

tion behaviour [33]. However, there has been very little research

directly investigating these factors in the food recommendation

field. Despite the importance of context in RSs more generally, and

its clear applicability in the domain of food, most existing research

focuses on single contextual factors, and only considers simple

extrinsic factors such as time or location. No research has systemat-

ically explored how multiple dynamic factors affect people’s eating

and recipe rating behaviour.

We bridge these gaps by exploring how various dimensions of

dynamic factors, including seasonality, emotional states, busyness,

and physical activity, affect people’s recipe rating and implied nutri-

tional consumption behaviours. We combine insights gained from

analyses of recipes ratings from a large online food portal, as well

as reviewing possible influential factors discussed by psychology

studies. We conducted a large-scale (n=397) crowdsourced experi-

mental study to learn the relationship between various simulated

contextual factors and users’ subsequent recipe rating and implied

nutritional intake behaviour.

Note that a common issue in food recommender systems work

is the difficulty in directly measuring users’ cooking and eating

behavior, as preparing food requires a significant amount of effort

[35]. Biologically speaking, the urge to eat and cook a certain food

is usually driven by a liking or preference for a particular food or

recipe [43]. As such, a high rating can be considered a proxy for

the future intention to consume a certain recipe. The behaviour

measured in this research is implied behaviour, and the discussion

and implications of this research are based on this assumption.

We examine seven contextual scenarios from four types of con-

textual factor: łseasonalž, łemotionalž, łbusynessž and łphysical ac-

tivityž, and compare these with a łcontext-freež baseline condition.

Furthermore, we explore how these contextual factors can be em-

ployed to improve recommendation performance. More precisely,

we address the following research questions:

• RQ1: Do people’s recipe rating behaviour vary among differ-

ent simulated contextual situations?

• RQ2: To what extent do contextual factors affect people’s

implied nutritional intake behaviour?

• RQ3: Can integration of these contextual factors improve

recommendation performance?

• RQ4: Which contextual factors are the most influential fac-

tors when recommending foods?

The novel contributions of our research can be summarised as

follows:

• Introduction and provision of a novel large-scale dataset

to study context-aware healthy food (recipe) recommender

systems.

• In addition to predicting user preferences based on recipe

ratings from online recipe websites, our validation process

involves gathering evaluations and insights from users in

simulated contextual scenarios.

• We are the first to reveal the impact of various dynamic con-

textual factors on individuals’ recipe rating behaviours. Our

study also highlights variations in implied nutritional intake

behaviours across different contextual situations, offering

valuable insights for incorporating health information into

healthy food recommendation systems.

• By identifying themost influential factors beneficial tomachine-

learning-based recommendation algorithms, our research

contributes to the development of the next generation of

context-aware food recommender systems.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Early work in psychology and food science has demonstrated that

there are a wide variety of influential contextual factors that shape

food choice [47]. For example, the socialisation and acculturation

standards that people have learned, normative family eating pat-

terns, and historical cultural beliefs may lead to different food

choices [36]; and changes in mood and general emotional state may

regulate eating and vice versa [33, 38]. Tangible physical capital

such as money, equipment, and intangible capital such as time, cook-

ing skills and knowledge could all determine varied food choice

[46]; as well as change of social and broader environments, such as

changes of roles, surrounding by different groups or communities

[4, 49], seasonal, home or workplace could provide opportunities

and obligations for reconstructing eating relationships and food

choices [10, 11].

However, few contextual factors have been explored in prior

research in the food recommendation domain. Due to a lack of

available contextual features in publicly-available recipe rating

data sets, researchers often focus on studying and attempting to

incorporate only single contextual factors into food RSs. Kusmier-

czyk et al. [29] found there are clear temporal patterns in online

recipe production and uploading behaviour, but the relationship

between recipes generation and user’s eating behaviour remains

unclear. Cavazza et al. [6] found that females are more interested

in smaller and more łelegantž meals than males, while Rokicki

et al. [39] sought to integrate gender into a collaborative filtering

model, demonstrating a small improvement in performance. How-

ever, the researchers only built a single gender-aware RS without

considering other factors. Location, which is known to be one of the

most significant contextual factors in other domains, has also been

widely researched in the food domain [7, 9, 34], but most research

attempts to demonstrate the impact of location on eating behaviour

rather than focusing on the development of location-aware food

recommendation systems.

Trattner et al. [57] investigated the relationship between cooking

interests, hobbies and nutritional values of online recipes. They sug-

gest that learning the patterns between a user’s hobbies and eating

preferences could provide motivating goals for persuasive systems.

Recently, Gao et al. [18] proposed a context-aware recommendation

system based on graph neural networks, the model has been tested

on two popular food datasets. Due to the challenge of revealing the

meaning of hidden neural structures in a deep learning network,

the paper does not specify which exact contextual factors were con-

tributed in the model. To date, due to the difficulty of duplicating

contextual environments in a laboratory setting, various dynamic
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personal factors, such as emotional state and fluctuations in stress

levels, have been little explored.

Another significant challenge exists when considering the bal-

ance between nutrition and people’s food preferences, particularly

when both aspects are integrated into a food recommendation

system [12]. Simply considering the accuracy of recommendation

results isn’t sufficient to build as ideal food RS, as most popular

online recipes tend to be less healthy [57]. Most research considers

healthy recommendations only but neglects the user’s past pref-

erences, or vice verse [19, 59]. Ueta et al. [59] developed a recipe

retrieval system based on 45 common nutrients, which allows users

to easily search for nutritious recipes using natural language to

address specific health conditions without taking into account the

user’s past recipe preference. Harvey et al. [21] designed a study,

which asked people what factors they thought were important,

and found that 17 factors (mainly food-based factors, health and

temporal factors) impacted users’ rating choice. However, they

did not investigate how these factors interacted with each other

and how specific scenarios actually impact food choice and nutri-

tional intake behaviour. More recently, Wang et al. [61] introduced

a multimodal health-aware food recommendation system that in-

corporates word2vec and VGGNet-19 to extract textual and visual

features, and demonstrated superior performance compared to tra-

ditional recommendation systems. Yet, the recommendations are

generated based on the user’s health profile and associated tags,

rather than considering the user’s past search history or preferred

recipe choices.

In summary, previous research rarely considers health recom-

mendations along with the user’s past preferences simultaneously.

A further notable aspect is that no research has focused on incorpo-

rating contextual factors into food recommendation systems while

making healthy recommendations. It is apparent from previous

literature that more in-depth research is required in order to better

understand what contextual factors are most impactful in deter-

mining people’s food choices as well as implied nutritional intake

behaviours. This is particularly so for contextual factors related

to seasonality, emotional status, stress levels and physical activ-

ities, which have been suggested in the food science domain to

potentially have a significant impact on people’s eating behavior.

3 METHOD

3.1 Experimental design

The primary aim of the study is to examine how seven dynamic

contextual factors, including a hot summer’s day, a cold winter’s

day, happy emotion, sad emotion, a busy and stressful weekday, a

relaxing weekend, and after physical activities, along with a context-

free generic group, affect people’s recipe rating, and implied nu-

tritional consumption behaviour. To achieve this, we conducted

a large-scale (n=397), between-subjects user study (see Table 1).

Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight groups (the

seven simulated contexts plus a baseline łcontext-freež condition),

shown material to simulate the given context - detailed below -

and then asked to rate recipes under that contextual scenario. Each

participant rated 30 recipes from a pool of 75 recipes using a Likert

scale from 1 (strongly dislike) to 5 (strongly like). All participants

were recruited online using the Prolific crowdsourcing platform;

the survey instrument was designed using Qualtrics.

The pool of 75 recipes were sampled from Allrecipes.com, one of

the most popular online recipe websites, which has previously been

used as a data source by various researchers in the food recommen-

dation domain (e.g., [22, 40, 66]). The recipes were chosen to ensure

a distribution across various factors, including: seasonality (i.e.,

winter and summer), healthiness, recipe category (i.e., main dish,

soup, salad, and dessert/snack); and to ensure that both vegetarian

and vegan recipes were included.

Recipe seasonality was determined based on the popularity of

each recipe (i.e., total number of 4 or 5 ratings) during each season.

For example, the summation of 4 or 5 ratings given to a recipe during

the months of December, January and February are that recipe’s

winter popularity. Recipes were flagged as being vegetarian and/or

vegan based on a manual analysis of their constituent ingredients.

Healthiness was determined using World Health Organisation

(WHO) [62], U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) [16] and

United Kingdom Food Standards Agency (FSA) standards [17].

These are international standards that have been previously used in

this domain [56]. The calculations were based on the detailed rules

provided by each standard, which are outlined in the appendix (see

Table 9, 10,11). For the WHO and FDA health scores, we initially

converted the nutrient values in grams provided by Allrecipes.com

into percentages of the daily recommended values. Then, we evalu-

ated whether the recipe’s nutrient values fell within the standard

range. If a particular nutrient value fell within the range, we added

1 to that recipe’s score; otherwise, we added nothing. Consequently,

the higher the score, the healthier the recipe.

The calculation of the FSA health score is more intricate. We

began by computing the total weight of each recipe based on their

ingredient lists, then divided this by the number of servings to

obtain the weight per portion. Subsequently, we calculated the

values for fats, saturated sats, sugar, and salt per 100g. Next, we

categorise these nutrient values as green, amber, or red based on

their corresponding range. If a nutrient value falls within the green

range, it is assigned one point. If it falls within the amber range, it

receives two points, and if it falls within the red range, it is assigned

three points. Here, a higher overall score for a recipe indicates a

lower level of healthiness.

The primary objective is to assess the health level of individual

recipes; however, established standards like WHO or FDA define

ideal daily nutritional intake. As observed in Western societies, the

prevalent dietary pattern often consists of three meals a day [31, 54].

To account for this we divided the standard recommended daily

nutritional intake by three. This approach provides a more accurate

indicator of the nutritional quality for an individual recipe.

3.2 Stimuli and manipulation material

In the study, seven contextual situations were simulated, under

which participants could rate recipes. To minimise the influence of

real-life environmental factors and enhance the evocation of these

simulated scenarios, inspiration was drawn from studies conducted

by [26] and [60].

To accomplish this, we employed the external emotion stimuli

method, as described in previous studies [23, 44]. This method
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Table 1: Block design setup demonstration

Block Recipe rating

1. Hot summer’s day No.1 No.2 No.3 ... No.75
2. Cold winter’s day No.12 No.35 No.37 ... No.2
3. Happy emotion No.8 No.26 No.31 ... No.9
4. Sad emotion No.46 No.39 No.53 ... No.67
5. Busy and stressful weekday No.61 No.43 No.18 ... No.21
6. Relaxing weekend No. 73 No. 62 No.16 ... No.22
7. After physical activities No.4 No.11 No.5 ... No.9
8. Original No.10 No. 30 No.16 ... No.17

Figure 1: Demonstration of recipe template under each con-

textual scenario (taking łApple Pie By Grandma Oplež as an

example recipe). Note that the example on the bottom-right

is the baseline, context-free condition.

primarily relies on source materials such as photos, music, or videos

to evoke emotions. In a controlled laboratory setting, videos offer a

more effective and immersive means of eliciting specific emotions

compared to images or music alone. Furthermore, videos provide a

rich blend of visual and auditory stimuli. This abundance of sensory

input makes videos the preferred choice for eliciting emotions with

higher intensity, efficiency, and accuracy [23, 24, 50].

In this study, participants were presented with a 22-second video

clip designed to engage their cognitive faculties and enhance their

immersion in the assigned simulated contextual situation [55]. For

instance, the video for a hot summer day featured a beautiful sunny

day, a thermometer displaying high temperatures, and a person

sweating. In contrast, the video for a cold winter day depicted heavy

snowfall and strong winds. Participants in the łcontext-freež control

group were not shown a video. To further immerse participants in

their designated contextual scenario, recipe templates (see Figure 1)

were designed to align with each scenario. The number of special

elements, such as the sun for a hot summer day or weightlifting for

after physical activities, was consistent across templates, and the

sizes of these elements were nearly identical when inserted into the

background. For reference, specific recipe examples can be found

in Figure 1.

3.3 Procedure

The survey workflow is illustrated in Figure 2. Participants ex-

pressed their interest in taking part via the Prolific platform. Prior

to commencing the survey, participants were asked to review the

information sheet and complete a consent form. Subsequently, par-

ticipant demographic information was collected, encompassing

basic details such as age, gender, ethnic origin, etc.

After completing the demographic questions block, participants

encountered the recipe rating block. In this study, participants were

randomly assigned to a group (as described above) before providing

their ratings. As discussed above, participants in the contextual

scenario groups were instructed to watch a 22-second video clip

designed to immerse them in that context. Each participant was

tasked with rating 30 recipes within their assigned contextual situa-

tion block. Finally, participants were asked two questions regarding

their reasons for assigning high or low ratings to each recipe.

To maintain a high level of data quality, we implemented both

manipulation and attention checks to verify that participants were

following the prescribed procedures and paying adequate attention.

The manipulation check involved a question where participants

had to identify the theme of the video they saw at the start of the

questionnaire (e.g., łhot summer dayž). There were two types of

attention check: one nonsensical recipe (including ingredients such

as: 5 stones, 3 cups of sand), which should always elicit a negative

response; and attention-check recipes, where participants were ex-

plicitly instructed to choose a specific response. The attention check

questions were presented after participants had rated all 30 recipes.

While the text in the attention check recipes remained identical, the

background varied to maintain consistency with recipes in different

contextual scenarios.

3.4 Data collection and participants

G*Power was employed to provide an estimate for an appropriate

sample size [15]. Based on the data from previous experimental

studies regarding personalisation and user behaviour [28, 32], we

estimated the effect size to be 0.23. The estimate indicated that 360

participants were needed in this research to achieve a significance

criterion of 5% and 90% power. Post hoc analysis of effect size based

on the ANOVA of mean and variance of each group, resulted in an

effect size larger than that assumed a priori (Cohen’s 𝑓 =0.277) [8].

We recruited participants between May 2023 and July 2023 ex-

clusively through Prolific. Each participant received a payment
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Figure 2: Experiment workflow chart

of £1.82, in accordance with the current living wage standards. A

total of 428 participants were recruited for this study. Participants

who failed the manipulation check (19, 4.4%) and the nonsensical

item attention check (12, 2.8%) were excluded from the study. After

thorough data inspection and cleaning, we retained data from 397

valid individuals.

Among these participants, 212 (53.4%) identified as male and 177

(44.6%) as female, 5 (1.3%) were non-binary or gender diverse, and

the remaining 3 (0.7%) preferred not to disclose their gender. The

largest age group was 25-34, representing 30.7% of participants,

followed by the 35-44 age group at 25.8%, the 45-54 age group at

19.4%, the 18-24 and 55-64 age group with a similar proportion at

10.8% and 10.3%, respectively. Participants aged 65-74 accounted

for 3.3%, with only one participant aged 75 or above. The majority

of participants hailed from the UK and the US. Regarding ethnic

origin, White participants dominated with 329 (82.9%), followed

by Asian or Asian British at 34 (8.6%). The remainder consisted

of participants identifying as Black, Black British, Caribbean, or

African (16, 4.0%), Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Groups (10, 2.5%), those

who preferred not to disclose (5, 1.3%), and others (3, 0.7%).

While participants’ home countries were relatively diverse, the

majority were currently residing in the UK (351, 88.4%) and the

US (44, 11.1%). For a more detailed summary of key demographic

features, please refer to Appendix table 12.

3.5 User rating prediction model and Feature
engineering

The raw CSV data file was downloaded from Qualtrics. Data clean-

ing and preprocessing were carried out using Python Jupiter note-

book 6.3.0. According to recent systematic reviews on recommender

systems conducted by [27] and [42], tree-based models have been

widely employed in model-based recommender systems. Therefore,

we aimed to evaluate the performance of tree models on our dataset;

XGBoost, a boosting tree model, was chosen for its efficiency and

flexibility. Its objective function evaluates model performance based

on a set of parameters, while a regularisation term controls model

complexity to prevent overfitting [30]. Notably, tree models offer

more interpretable explanations than other models, which aligns

with our goal of identifying the most influential features in the

prediction task. In this study, the task of rating prediction was

approached as a regression problem and not as a top-k relevance

prediction problem. Consequently, evaluation metrics such as pre-

cision@K and nDCG would not be appropriate for evaluation. In-

stead, Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE),

Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and R-squared (R2) will be reported

to evaluate the model test performance.

After data cleaning and preprocessing, a total of 11,910 ratings

were collected, distributed as follows: hot summer day (HSD) 1500

ratings, cold winter day (CWD) 1500 ratings, happy emotion (H)

1470 ratings, sad emotion (S) 1470 ratings, busy weekday (B) 1470

ratings, relaxing weekend (R) 1500 ratings, after physical activities
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Figure 3: The data distribution between each contextual sce-

nario group (The above abbreviation stands for information

below. HSD: hot summer day (contextual group), CWD: cold

winter day (contextual group), H: happy (contextual group),

S: sad (contextual group), B: busy (contextual group), R: relax

(contextual group), APA: after physical activities (contextual

group), G: generic group)

(APA) 1500 ratings, and generic context-free group (G) 1500 ratings.

The datasets for each experimental group were divided into training

and testing sets using an 80:20 ratio. The target variable is the recipe

rating, ranging from 1 to 5, maintaining consistency across each

model.

A total of 29 features, which include participants’ demographic

features and recipe nutritional features, were used to train the XG-

Boost model. While the main focus of the study was on identifying

novel dynamic contextual factors, the reason for including demo-

graphic features is that they have the potential to enhance model

performance. As these features can provide the trained model with

additional reference information.

Two sets of experiment were conducted. The primary objective

of the first experiment was to assess the importance of adding con-

textual features to the model. In this experiment, all 11,910 ratings

were utilised. By systematically adding and removing contextual

features within the model, the importance of each contextual fea-

ture can be determined. The second experiment was mainly to

identify the most influential individual dynamic contextual factors

at the model building level. To achieve this, the dataset was divided

into eight groups based on contextual scenario groups to facilitate

model performance comparisons.

4 RESULTS

4.1 RQ1-Do people’s recipe rating behaviour
vary among different simulated contextual
situations?

To address RQ1, we used an ANOVA test with the null hypothesis

(H0) that there are no significant differences (no variation in means)

across the contextual scenarios.

Table 2: Shapiro-Wilk test normal distribution result

SW value HSD CWD H S B R APA G

statistic 0.983 0.972 0.973 0.986 0.989 0.994 0.945 0.981
p-value 0.409 0.095 0.115 0.591 0.778 0.984 0.003 0.356

Note: The abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the rating distributions across the simulated con-

textual scenarios. Particularly noteworthy is the rating distribution

in the generic baseline group (G), which displays low variance,

with most ratings falling within the range [2.75, 3.25]. In contrast,

the ratings for the ‘cold winter day’ (CWD) and ‘hot summer day’

scenarios exhibit a considerably more dispersed range. The rating

distribution for the busy weekday contextual scenario (B) is no-

tably lower than those of the other scenarios. Surprisingly, the score

distributions of the groups experiencing happy and sad emotions

appear similar; however, the sad emotion group demonstrated a

marginally higher mean rating range when compared to the happy

emotion group.

The normality of residuals was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk

test (see Table 2). The p-values for seven of the groups were found

to be non-significant, indicating that the data was drawn from

a normal distribution. However, note that the data for the ‘after

physical activities’ group exhibited a significant departure from

normality.

A one-way ANOVA test was conducted to explore whether vari-

ations existed in individuals’ implied eating behaviours and recipe

rating responses across the different contextual scenarios. The re-

sult revealed that there were significant differences between the

groups (F(7, 592)=7.564, p≪0.001), allowing us to reject the null hy-

pothesis. As the ANOVA test doesn’t test the relationships between

each group, we subsequently conducted multiple pairwise compar-

isons, employing Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test.

The outcomes of Tukey’s test are shown in Table 3.

Participants exhibited notable distinctions in recipe preferences

when compared with the generic group in certain contextual situ-

ations. These included hot summer day (HSD; F(7, 592) = 6.451, p

= 0.001, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.795, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.196), busy weekdays (B; F(7, 592) =

8.311, p = 0.001,𝜇𝐺1 = 2.679, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.196), and relaxing weekends

(R; F(7, 592) = 4.889, p = 0.013,𝜇𝐺1 = 2.892, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.196). In con-

trast, the remaining contextual scenarios did not exhibit statistically

significant variations in mean ratings.

As expected, participants in the ‘hot summer day’ group and ‘cold

winter day’ group shows significant difference in recipe preference

(F(7, 592)=5.304, p=0.004, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.679, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.124). More inter-

estingly, the results disclosed that, during busy weekdays, implied

eating behaviour and recipe preference significantly diverged from

that observed during ‘cold winter day’ (F(7,592)=7.165, p=0.001,

𝜇𝐺1 = 3.124, 𝜇𝐺2 = 2.679), as well as during states of ‘sad emotion’

(F(7, 592)=5.958, p=0.001, 𝜇𝐺1 = 3.049, 𝜇𝐺2 = 2.679) and ‘after phys-

ical activities’ (F(7, 592)=5.277, p=0.005, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.679, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.007).
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Table 3: Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD)

test result demonstration on preference of 75 recipes

G1 G2 Diff. 𝜇𝐺1 𝜇𝐺2 Conf. Int. q p

HSD CWD 0.329 2.795 3.124 [0.062, 0.597] 5.304 0.005
HSD G 0.401 2.795 3.196 [0.134, 0.668] 6.451 0.001
CWD B 0.445 3.124 2.679 [0.178, 0.712] 7.165 0.001
S B 0.370 3.049 2.679 [0.103, 0.637] 5.958 0.001
B APA 0.328 2.679 3.007 [0.061, 0.595] 5.277 0.005
B G 0.517 2.679 3.196 [0.249, 0.784] 8.311 0.001
R G 0.304 2.892 3.196 [0.036, 0.571] 4.889 0.014

Note: G1 = Group1, G2 = Group2, q = q-value, p = p-value. The group

abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3.

4.2 RQ2-To what extent do contextual factors
affect people’s implied nutritional intake
behaviour?

The determination of recipe health levels primarily relies on the

FSA standard [17] in this section as this is the most appropriate

standard for evaluating a single recipe. The other two standards

focus on measuring appropriate daily nutritional intake. In align-

ment with this standard, a higher FSA score signifies a less healthy

recipe, with scores ranging from 4 (extremely healthy recipe) to

12 (extremely unhealthy recipe). After data aggregation, it was

observed that recipes with the highest FSA score of 12 were re-

markably popular. In fact, such recipes garnered the highest mean

ratings among six groups: ‘hot summer day’ (mean rating of 3.21),

‘happy emotion’ (3.35), ‘sad emotion’ (3.53), ‘busy weekday’ (3.57),

‘relaxing weekend’ (3.75), and ‘after physical activities’ (3.7), as well

as the ‘generic’ group (mean rating of 3.89). It is notable that, across

most groups, recipes with better health ratings tend to have been

given lower scores than their less healthy counterparts.

In the generic group the mean rating remained relatively con-

sistent, with only minor fluctuations (ranging from 3.144 to 3.889

score), suggesting that, in the absence of contextual factors, indi-

viduals’ recipe preferences don’t result in significant changes in

health outcomes. However, in the ‘after physical activities’ group,

healthy recipes were generally preferred over less healthy ones.

Conversely, ‘during relaxing weekend’ unhealthy recipes are more

popular. Similarly, both ‘happy’ and ‘sad emotion’ groups show a

preference towards unhealthy recipes, particularly in the case of

the ‘sad emotion’ group.

We conducted a One-way ANOVA test once again to assess

whether preferences for healthy recipes have significant differences

between the contextual scenario group. The results indicate signifi-

cant differences among the groups (F(7, 64) = 4.942, p = 0.000). We

again used Tukey’s HSD tests to obtain pairwise comparison (See

Table 5), which revealed several significant differences. Preferences

for healthy recipes during ‘hot summer day’ showed significant

differences compared to ‘cold winter day’ (F(7, 64) = 5.094, p = 0.013,

𝜇𝐺1 = 2.722, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.315) and during ‘feeling sad’ (F(7, 64) = 4.552,

p = 0.340, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.722, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.252), as well as the ‘generic’ group

(F(7, 64) = 5.159, p = 0.012, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.722, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.323). Preferences

for healthy recipes during ‘busy weekday’ exhibited significant

differences compared to ‘cold winter day’ (F(7, 64) = 5.525, p = 0.005,

𝜇𝐺1 = 3.315, 𝜇𝐺2 = 2.672) and while ‘feeling sad’ (F(7, 64) = 4.983,

p = 0.017, 𝜇𝐺1 = 3.252, 𝜇𝐺2 = 2.672), as well as the ‘generic’ group

Figure 4: Sankey Diagram about contextual impact on like-

lihood of recipe categories and grouped FSA health levels.

Low (FSA levels 4,5 and 6), Medium (FSA levels 7, 8 and 9),

and High (FSA levels 10, 11 and 12).)

Table 4: Recipemean rating among different FSA health

levels for each contextual scenario group

FSA 𝐻𝑆𝐷𝜇𝑟 𝐶𝑊𝐷𝜇𝑟 𝐻𝜇𝑟 𝑆𝜇𝑟 𝐵𝜇𝑟 𝑅𝜇𝑟 𝐴𝑃𝐴𝜇𝑟 𝐺𝜇𝑟

4 2.250 3.450 2.684 3.100 2.579 2.682 3.316 3.318
5 3.048 2.333 3.273 2.950 2.714 2.800 3.450 3.158
6 2.450 3.100 2.905 2.750 2.700 2.789 3.048 3.200
7 2.605 3.333 3.051 3.075 2.711 3.056 3.301 3.244
8 2.714 3.350 2.850 3.105 2.550 2.842 2.900 3.200
9 2.657 4.025 3.303 4.178 2.284 3.159 3.489 3.419
10 2.949 3.167 3.316 3.364 2.597 3.071 2.881 3.144
11 2.620 3.084 3.167 3.225 2.345 2.629 2.900 3.338
12 3.211 4.000 3.350 3.526 3.571 3.750 3.700 3.889

Note: The abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3.

(F(7, 64) = 5.589, p = 0.004, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.672, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.323). Furthermore,

‘after physical activities’ displayed significant differences in prefer-

ences for healthy recipes when compared to ‘busy weekday’ (F(7,

64) = 4.707, p = 0.03, 𝜇𝐺1 = 2.672, 𝜇𝐺2 = 3.220).

Additionally, we investigated the properties of favoured recipes.

We filtered out the most popular recipes, considering only those

with ratings of 4 and 5 under each contextual situation. These

recipes were then aggregated based on recipe categories (e.g., Main

dish, Soup, Salad and Dessert/Snack) and three grouped levels of

FSA scores: Low (FSA levels 4,5 and 6), Medium (FSA levels 7, 8 and

9), and High (FSA levels 10, 11 and 12), after Starke et al. [53]. See

Figure 4. We found that during ‘cold winter days’ and ‘after phys-

ical activities’, people tend to prefer main dishes, most of which

fall into the (Medium) health category. Desserts and snacks are

favoured when people are ‘feeling sad’ and ‘feeling happy’, with

many of these items belonging to the unhealthy (High) food cate-

gory. Predictably, salads are preferred during ‘hot summer days’ as

they are relatively healthy compared to other categories. Soups are

more popular during ‘cold winter days’ and when people are feeling

sorrow, suggesting that soups might be an effective comfort food.

Most soups fall into the healthy (Low) and general (Medium) health

categories. In general, emotional changes may lead to increased

consumption of unhealthy recipes.
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Table 5: Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test

result demonstration on preference of healthy recipes

(only statistically significant results are reported)

G1 G2 Diff. 𝜇𝐺1 𝜇𝐺2 Conf. Int. q p

HSD CWD 0.593 2.722 3.315 [0.077, 1.109] 5.094 0.013
HSD S 0.530 2.722 3.252 [0.014, 1.046] 4.552 0.040
HSD G 0.601 2.722 3.323 [0.085, 1.117] 5.159 0.012
CWD B 0.643 3.315 2.672 [0.127, 1.159] 5.525 0.005
S B 0.580 3.252 2.672 [0.064, 1.096] 4.983 0.017
B APA 0.548 2.672 3.220 [0.032, 1.064] 4.707 0.030
B G 0.651 2.672 3.323 [0.135, 1.167] 5.589 0.005

Note: The abbreviations are the same as in Table 3 and Figure 3.

4.3 RQ3-Can integration of these contextual
factors improve recommendation
performance?

In this study, as the task of rating prediction was approached as a re-

gression problem, employing the XGBoost regression model. Model

evaluation involved the calculation of several key metrics, includ-

ing Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE),

Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and R-squared (R2). The primary com-

parison entailed assessing models trained with the inclusion of all

available features (contextual scenario feature included) against

a baseline model that excluded these features. This comparative

analysis aimed to identify the impact of the contextual factors on

model performance. Additionally, the top 5 most importance fea-

tures were identified to discern the most influential variables for

rating prediction.

The XGBoost model employed a comprehensive set of 29 features

encompassing demographic attributes (e.g., age, gender, ethnic ori-

gin, physical activity level, survey ID), recipe-related details (e.g.,

recipe name, category, nutritional information), information re-

garding cooking (e.g., cooking frequency, skill level), recipe health

level (WHO, FDA, FSA and WHO/3, FDA/3), and the contextual sce-

nario information. Since each health standard emphasises a slightly

different nutritional aspect, which may potentially impact model

performance, all of them were included in the model-building pro-

cess. As demonstrated in Table 6, the model utilising the complete

feature set exhibited superior performance compared to the model

without contextual scenario features. Contextual scenario features

include the eight simulated contextual situations. The all-feature

model yielded an MSE of 1.642, RMSE of 1.281, and MAE of 1.052,

all of which outperformed the baseline model (MSE 1.688, RMSE

1.299, and MAE 1.071). The all-feature model achieved a higher R2

score (0.198) compared to the baseline (0.175), signifying a superior

goodness of fit.

More importantly, the feature importance analysis revealed that

the contextual scenario features were the most significant among

the 29 features considered, as evidenced by Figure 5. This under-

scores the impact of contextual information on both human implied

behaviour and algorithmic comprehension thereof. The incorpo-

ration of contextual factors in the model enhances its capacity to

intelligently discern and uncover the hidden relationships within

individuals’ preferences in the dataset. This, in turn, leads to more

Figure 5: XGBoost feature importance of all feature model

Table 6: XGBoost test results summarisation and comparison

of all feature model

MSE RMSE MAE R2

All feature model 1.642 1.281 1.052 0.198
Baseline model 1.688 1.299 1.071 0.175

precise rating predictions. Surprisingly, gender emerges as the sec-

ond most important feature, suggesting potentially substantial dif-

ferences in rating and dietary preferences between men and women.

The importance of the Survey ID feature lies in its role in identi-

fying and distinguishing an individual’s implied eating and rating

behaviour. This feature is commonly utilised in traditional matrix

factorisation recommender systems, and so it comes as no surprise

that it ranks as the third most important feature. Notably, the influ-

ence of recipe category surpasses that of recipe name within the

XGBoost model. This could be attributed to the broader category

information reducing model complexity, thereby facilitating more

precise weight generation for each leaf node.Online recipe searching

and cook book use frequency have the potential to uncover hidden

patterns related to an individual’s cooking interests and skills.

4.4 RQ4-Which contextual factors are the most
influential factors when recommending
foods?

We further applied the XGBoost model to predict ratings segmented

by contextual scenario to investigate which group led to better

model performance. The results show that using data from the

‘happy emotion’ group achieved the highest model performance

(MSE=1.628, RMSE=1.276, MAE=1.053, and R2=0.178), as shown

in Table 7. Data from ‘hot summer day’, ‘happy emotion’, ‘sad

emotion’, and ‘busy weekdays’ generally performed better than

the other groups. When compared with the generic baseline group

and considered from a model fitting perspective, the datasets for

all simulated contextual scenarios achieved higher R2 values. We

note the relatively lower performance of the models using the ‘cold

winter day’, ‘relaxing weekend’, ‘after physical activities’ compared

to other contexts. This may be due to the fact that, even though we

specified a single contextual scenario to the participants, this may

still be influenced by other independent factors in that scenario.

For example, during a relaxing weekend, one may also feel happy,

and after physical activities, one may feel both tired and energetic

simultaneously.

The demographic factors, such as the time spent living in one’s

current country of residence, gender, home country, and cooking

skill level, are frequently shown to be the most important factors in
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Table 7: XGBoost model test results summarisation and

comparison among each contextual scenario group

HSD CWD H S B R APA G

MSE 1.839 2.120 1.628 1.798 1.847 1.944 2.112 1.774
RMSE 1.356 1.456 1.276 1.341 1.359 1.394 1.453 1.332
MAE 1.093 1.173 1.053 1.045 1.102 1.140 1.173 1.068
R2 0.125 -0.039 0.178 0.040 0.015 -0.030 -0.110 -0.113

Note: The abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3. Under certain contexts,

the fitted model performed worse than the null model and achieved a

negative R2. In such situations, the average rating would be used for

rating prediction.

each contextual scenario group, as indicated in Table 8. Remarkably,

the FDA health level is the most important factor in the ‘sad emo-

tion’ and ‘busy weekday’ groups, the second most important in the

‘happy emotion’ group, and fourth most important in the ‘relaxing

weekend’ group. This may indicate that, under these contextual sit-

uations, people may unconsciously be even more prone to choosing

relatively unhealthy recipes over healthy ones. Salt and saturated

fats are the most important features for the ‘relaxing weekend’

and ‘cold winter day’ groups, respectively. This may be due to the

preference for larger meals during relaxing weekends, leading to

higher salt levels. During cold winter days, hearty main dishes

are preferred, potentially resulting in higher levels of calories and

saturated fats. This analysis also suggests, as posited earlier, that

the contextual scenario can act as a moderator of other predictive

features in RS models.

5 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study investigated whether people’s recipe rating and implied

eating and nutritional intake behaviour changed under different

simulated contextual situations. Additionally, the study examined

whether integrating contextual features could improvemodel-based

recommendation performance and identified which features were

the most important in each contextual scenario.

We found out that people’s eating preference and the likelihood

of consuming healthy recipe during busy weekdays differ signifi-

cantly from other contextual situation. This difference is supported

by the results of a one-way ANOVA, which indicated a signifi-

cant variation in mean ratings during busy weekdays compared to

situations such as cold winter days, sad emotions, after physical

activities, and the generic group. The demanding and busy work

schedule during weekdays often leaves individuals with limited

time for cooking. This constraint may restrict their freedom to

think and choose preferred food or recipes [37]. In this situation,

the primary goal of cooking and eating becomes satisfying hunger,

and meals should preferably be prepared and completed quickly.

Consequently, recipes that are easy and quick to make, often involv-

ing refined or processed products and other potentially less healthy

options, are preferred during busy weekdays. Our findings on dis-

tinct implied eating behaviour during busy weekdays align with

the research conducted by Pinho et al. [37], which suggests that a

hectic lifestyle may lead to reduced consumption of vegetables and

home-cooked meals.

In addition, it is worth considering that the varying stress levels

associated with a busy lifestyle, as supported by [25], may result in

individuals exhibiting a shift in their dietary choices, characterised

by a reduction in main meals and an increase in snack consump-

tion. This phenomenon could also explain the observed significant

differences, such as those evident when comparing busy weekdays

with cold winter days. In the latter case, individuals may gravitate

towards carbohydrate-rich options, such as main dishes, potentially

contributing to this distinction in eating preferences.

As anticipated, there is a significant difference in recipe pref-

erence between ‘hot summer’s days’ and ‘cold winter days’, pro-

viding evidence for the seasonality of food preferences over time

[51]. Furthermore, the analysis of recipe health levels revealed a

notably higher consumption of main dishes during the ‘cold winter

day’ contextual group. This aligns with the findings of Capita and

Alonso-Calleja [5], who concluded that both men and women tend

to consume more energy during the winter months [5].

Surprisingly, we did not find significant differences between par-

ticipants in the happy and sad emotion groups. Individuals appeared

to exhibit similar food preferences, even under these extremely dif-

ferent emotional situations. Under both of these scenarios, partici-

pants showed an increased demand for unhealthy food [3], relative

to the baseline condition. However, this may be a limitation in the

ability of the external emotion stimuli method to effectively evoke

such strong and polarised emotions.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, individuals prioritised nutritional infor-

mation and opted for relatively healthier recipes after engaging

in physical activities [1]. This may indicate that social norms and

health-conscious behaviours play a significant role in influencing

food choices after physical exertion.

Beyond its theoretical implications, our study offers a novel per-

spective on the development of context-aware food recommender

systems. Previous research has predominantly focused on location-

aware or gender-aware food recommender systems [2, 41]. In our

algorithmic experiments, contextual features emerged as the most

influential among all 29 considered features, leading to improved ac-

curacy in rating predictions. Importantly, the datasets within each

contextual scenario group exhibited higher R2 values compared to

the baseline group. This is likely due to the baseline group encom-

passing a wide range of random possibilities, making it challenging

for the model to discern meaningful patterns. In contrast, the in-

clusion of contextual features provides the model with a clearer

direction for uncovering hidden patterns. Our findings, therefore,

suggest that emotion-aware systems could represent the next gen-

eration of food recommender systems. This could also be combined

with season- and stress level-awareness.

Previous food recommendation systems have primarily focused

on either context-aware or healthy recommendations [41, 52]. Our

research has demonstrated examples where the contextual scenario

acts as a moderator, allowing other features to perform better than

they would without the context as a precedent. For example, during

busy weekdays, there was a noticeable increase in the consumption

of unhealthy food. Addressing how to incorporate nutritional in-

formation into recommender systems to encourage healthy eating

habits during hectic lifestyles could present a novel approach to

balancing the trade-offs involved in healthy food recommendations.

Currently, such systems have not been proposed in the field of
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Table 8: Summary of top 5 most important features for each contextual scenario

model

Features

HSD current country living time, gender, cooking skill level, home country, online recipe searching frequency
CWD saturates, cooking frequency, WHO health level, category, sugar
H home country, FDA health level, gender, cook book use frequency, saturates
S FDA health level, fat, ethnic origin, cook book use frequency, home country
B FDA health level, current country living duration, home country, current living country, recipe name
R salt, online recipe searching frequency, total weight per portion, FDA health level, recipe name
APA cooking skill level, gender, home country, sugar, total weight per portion
G cooking frequency, sugar, total weight per portion, survey ID, cook book use frequency

Note: The abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3.

food recommendation. While our results are promising, they war-

rant validation on a larger, more naturalistic dataset for practical

implementation.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

There are several limitations in our study that are worth pointing

out. As commonly done in the food recommendation literature,

we take ratings as a proxy for intent to consume. As such the

behaviour measured in this research is implied behaviour - none

of the recipes were actually consumed. More in-depth research is

needed to investigate whether people’s actual behaviour changes

under different contextual situations. Despite our efforts to control

for the impact of individual contextual factors in our experimental

design, the results may still be affected by uncontrolled real-world

variables. Our user studies were necessarily somewhat contrived

and simulating emotions is clearly not the same as experiencing

them naturally. Manipulating simulated contexts may lead to the

representation of an artificial nature, introducing a potential conflict

between simulated scenarios and the real world. Therefore, a study

of real-life contexts is needed to thoroughly confirm the findings

presented in this study.

Additionally, our examination of user ratings was based on a

limited sample of recipe images (n = 75) and only included four

main categories (main dishes, soup, desserts/snacks, and salads).

A larger and more diverse set of recipes could lead to more gen-

eralisable study results. The performance of the XGBoost model

was poor in this study. This may be because we did not perform

feature selection and hyperparameter optimisation. As the primary

aim of this research is to understand and identify the most con-

tributing contextual factors for recipe rating prediction, the current

study represents a preliminary component in a larger project. The

complete model training will be reflected in the next stage of the

research.

For future work, we plan to expand our study by including infor-

mation on ingredients and cooking methods to gain a deeper under-

standing of how participants’ food preferences differ at these levels.

Secondly, we intend to develop an emotion-aware post-filtering

healthy food recommendation system based on the available dataset.

Finally, given that the contextual scenarios investigated are not

necessarily mutually exclusive, to intend to investigate how combi-

nations of dynamic contextual factors impact people’s eating and

nutritional intake behaviour.
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A APPENDIX: WHO, FDA AND FSA
STANDARD RANGES OF IDEAL
NUTRITIONAL INTAKE GUIDE

Table 9: WHO standard ranges of population nutrient intake

goals

Dietary factor Goal (% of total energy)

Total fat 15-30%
Saturated fatty acids <10%
Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) 6–10%
n-6 Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) 5–8%
n-3 Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) 1–2%
Trans fatty acids <1%
Monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs) By differencea
Total carbohydrate 55–75%
Free sugars <10%
Protein 10–15%
Cholesterol <300 mg per day
Sodium chloride (sodium)e <5 g per day (<2 g per day)
Fruits and vegetables >=400 g per day
Total dietary fibre From foods
Non-starch polysaccharides (NSP) From foods

Table 10: FDA general guide to %DV

Nutrient DV %DV Goal

Saturated Fat 20g =100% DV Less than
Sodium 2,300mg =100% DV Less than
Dietary Fiber 28g =100% DV At least
Added Sugars 50g =100% DV Less than
Vitamin D 20mcg =100% DV At least
Calcium 1,300mg =100% DV At least
Iron 18mg =100% DV At least
Potassium 4,700mg =100% DV At least

B APPENDIX: DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURES
CHARACTERISATION

The table 12 below shows summarise the key demographic features

of this research.
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Table 11: FSA Criteria for 100g of food (whether or not it is sold by volume)

Text LOW MEDIUM HIGH
Red

Colour code Green Amber
>25% of RIs >30% of RIs

Fat <= 3.0g/100g >3.0g to <=17.5g/100g >17.5g/100g >21g/portion
Saturates <= 1.5g/100g >1.5g to <=5.0g/100g >5.0g/100g >6.0g/portion
(Total) Sugars <= 5.0g/100g >5.0g to <= 22.5g/100g >22.5g/100g >27g/portion
Salt <= 0.3g/100g >0.3g to <=1.5g/100g >1.5g/100g >1.8g/portion

Table 12: Demographic features characterisation

Demographic data Elements Frequency (N) Percentage (%)

Gender Male 212 53.4%
Female 177 44.6%
Non-binary or gender diverse 5 1.3%
Others 3 0.7%

Age 18-24 43 10.8%
25-34 122 30.7%
35-44 100 25.2%
45-54 77 19.4%
55-64 41 10.3%
65-74 13 3.3%
Above 75 1 0.3%

Ethnic origin White 329 82.9%
Asian or Asian British 34 8.6%
Black, Black British, Caribbean or African 16 4.0%
Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Groups 10 2.5%
Others 3 0.7%
Prefer not to say 5 1.3%

Physical activities level 1 (very inactive) 15 3.8%
2 (inactive) 54 13.6%
3 (Medium) 188 47.4%
4 (Active) 104 26.2%
5 (Very active) 36 9.1%

Cooking frequency Never 8 2.0%
Yearly 12 3.0%
Quarterly 23 5.8%
Monthly 50 12.6%
Weekly 120 30.2%
Daily 184 46.3%

Cooking skill level No experience 5 1.3%
Beginner 67 16.9%
Intermediate 305 76.8%
Expert 20 5.0%

Cook book use frequency Never 89 22.4%
Yearly 73 18.4%
Quarterly 87 21.9%
Monthly 102 25.7%
Weekly 40 10.1%
Daily 6 1.5%

Online recipe searching frequency Never 14 3.5%
Yearly 35 8.8%
Quarterly 71 17.9%
Monthly 127 32.0%
Weekly 135 34.0%
Daily 15 3.8%

Total number of participants 397
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